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We take responsibility for the entire product, 
all the way from the drawing board to the 
finished forklift. We only use well-known 
components from reputable manufacturers.   
This ensures we have control over quality and 
access to components and spare parts.

Our electric forklifts are built with the utmost 
emphasis on driver comfort, ergonomics, and 
performance. A Merlinum forklift should be 
the natural choice of both driver and owner.

About Merlinum
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MERLINUM 6-10 T
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ECO, NORMAL, 
POWER MODE

PERFORMANCE AND NOISE LEVEL

The forklift has inner gear wheel 
pumps to keep noise levels low and 
minimise vibrations. 

The drivers can select the speed of the 
forklift themselves to ensure minimal 
energy consumption and according to 
how the working day is structured.
 
Eco:            15-17 km/h 
Normal:     19 km/h 
Power:       25 km/h 
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WINNERS 
Driver
Owner
Enviroment

MERLINUM

An electric forklift from Merlinum saves money.

In addition to a significantly lower total cost of ownership than that of 
conventional diesel forklifts, there are also no harmful emissions. An elec-
tric forklift is therefore better for both the environment and the driver.

Less vibration, lower noise levels, better energy efficiency and lower run-
ning costs. Cost of service are estimated to be 60% of a comparable diesel 
forklift.   An electric forklift also has a 40% longer lifetime than its diesel 
equivalent.
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An electrified forklift fleet - a worthwhile investment
An electric forklift becomes more cost-effective than an equivalent diesel forklift as 
soon as its second year of operation.

    Annual cost of service are 40% lower 

    lifetime is 40% longer

In addition to the machine’s lower cost of service and a longer lifetime, there is no 
need for fossil fuel.

OWNER BENEFITS

Cost

Time
1 ÅR 5 ÅR3 ÅR 6 ÅR2 ÅR 7 ÅR4 ÅR1 ÅR

Electric forklift

Diesel forklift

Lithium-ion - the battery of the future is already here 

A lithium-ion battery can be charged up to 80% of its capacity even during short 
breaks, which means you can avoid battery change.

100%

50%

6:00 7:00

Lithium- on batter batter
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30 min. 

10 min. 10 min.
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MERLINUM FORKLIFT

Vår Truck har skapats  
med kunden i fokus. Vvi har 
genom åren utvecklat och 
tagit fram de lösningar som 
underlättar och förbättra det 
dagliga användandet.

Merlinum Forklift has been 
created with the customer 
in mind. Over the years, we 
have developed solutions 
that simplify and improve 
day-to-day use
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CAB

Merlinum
has a spacious cab 
with a low front 
panel and large win-
dows for optimal 
visibility.
The interior of the 
cab is robust and 
durable.

As standard there is a 
generous adjustable 
lever panel for opti-
mal ergonomics and 
adjustable pedals.
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To enable the driver to 
transport as much 
equipment and as many 
tools as possible in the 
forklift,
it has been fitted with large 
storage spaces.

There is a unique box under 
the driver’s seat for things 
you need to have close at 
hand.

Several document holders 
come as standard in the cab.
As standard, all storage 
areas are illuminated.

Option for a wide top step.

STORAGE

The forklift has large access steps directly in front of the driver’s seat so that the 
driver can get in and out of the machine quickly and easily.  There is a long and 
robust entry handle on the outside of the cab to assist the driver. As standard, the 
access steps are illuminated.
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BATTERY CHANGES & SERVICING

Easy release for 
faster battery 
changes and fork 
pockets in the 
frame to lower
the battery for op-
timal visibility

Battery options

Lead battery                                           1240-1550 Ah

 High performance lead battery      1320-1725 Ah

Lithium-ion                                             824-1500   Ah

All models can be equipped 
with either a lead or a 
lithium-ion battery depending 
on the type of operations and 
the climate that the forklift will 
be used in.
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The forklift has a tiltable cab for 

easier access to the components to 

ensure faster service, which helps to 

keep the customer’s costs down.

  Lubrication nipples for wheel hubs on 
steering wheels as standard. 

  Spare parts are always kept in stock for 
fast delivery.   

ACCESS
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COMFORT

-

Merlinum o�ers electrically adjustable pedals in
 the cab as standard. This allows the driver to easily 
set the optimal angle for their feet. 
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All controls are ergonomically designed and can be provided as a joystick or as linear 
levers. As a complement to a traditional steering wheel, lever steering or a mini steer-
ing wheel are available as options.

The driver’s area can be equipped with a mechanically 
or hydraulically adjustable seat.



LIGHTING

The forklift has LED lighting as standard and 
working lights directed at the steering 
wheels. All storage spaces are illuminated. 
The forklift can also be equipped with 
bluespot and access step lighting alongside 
other  lighting options.
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DISPLAY

    Our touchscreen with its simple
    interface and large icons is 
    available in 10.1” or
    an extra-large 15.6”.) 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Merlinum Forklift is a specialist in equipping forklifts completely according to the customer’s 

wishes. Different customers can have completely different uses for their machine, so we have a 

wide range of options.

Safety is the utmost priority of both Merlinum and our customers. Consequently the forklift is 

equipped as standard with LED headlights. To further enhance safety, the forklift can be 

equipped with bluespot lighting, directional headlights, and automatic speed reduction, 

depending on whether the forklift is being used indoors or outdoors.
 

OPTIONS 
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PERFORMANCE

Speed 

Lift speed  (UL)

Lift speed (L)
Lowering speed (UL)

Lowering speed (L)
*(UL) unloaded. / *(L) loaded.

km/h

m/s

m/s

m/s

m/s

25

0,41

0,41

0,4

0,4

Machine width

Tyre type

Pneumatic

Solid

Singel mounting Double mounting

1700-1800 mm

1700-1800 mm

2000-2200 mm

2000-2200 mm
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Below is a selection of different options that can be chosen for Merlinum’s forklifts.

OPTIONS
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Notes
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CONTACT
 

info@merlinum.se
merlinumforklift.se

Sales Sweden                                                      +46 (0)725855611

Technology/Hydraulics/Development        +46 (0)725855630

Software/Control systems                       +46 (0)725855608

Sales/Service/Technology/Management        +46 (0)725855602

Sales/Service/Management                       +46 (0)725855601

Export sales/Management                       +46 (0)725855603

Development                                                     +46 (0)725855607

Administration                                                     +46 (0)727163088                                              
 

Look at our video!




